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Editorial
MUSEUM PUBLICATIONS
During the last few years there has been a vast improvement in the number
and quality of publications emanating from museums and art galleries in this

country. A consistently high standard has always been maintained by the
national institutions but, with certain notable exceptions, this has remained
their prerogative, whilst the provincial museums and galleries have mostly
been restricted to cheaply produced catalogues, and, in some instances only, a
full and comprehensive catalogue of the permanent collection.
For many years Continental and American galleries, as well as our national
institutions, have realized the necessity for (a) publicizing the collections by
attractive catalogues and guides, (b) supporting the visual experience of exhibits
with the printed word, and (c) making valuable contributions to the literature
of art and science by making the various aspects of the collections available in
book form.
In this festival year the number of catalogues and guides has reached extraordinary proportions, chiefly as a result of the financial assistance given for
approved exhibitions of the Arts Council. But far more important than their
number is their quality. Not only have they been compiled with scholarly
thoroughness to make them valuably informative but in most instances they are
most attractively produced and often generously illustrated.
Apart from the catalogue of the permanent collection published in Igz8, the
Sam Wilson Collection Souvenir Guide of I926, and the Kitson-Pawson guide
to Temple Newsam of Igz3 (now all out of print), the Leeds Galleries can boast
little in the way of publications. Much solid ground work by previous directors
has not been realized because of restricted finances or lack of professional staff.
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The publication of an adequate illustrated handbook on Temple Newsam
and its collections is long overdue. Such a book has been asked for repeatedly
and we are happy to be able to announce its publication. Prevailing conditions
have delayed the actual date of publication, but it will be on sale in August at
the price of ten shillings and sixpence. It is a cloth-bound book, t t —,'n. x 9 in.
with t4o pages of art paper and 99 illustrations (three in colour). It is being
sold at a little above cost price in order that it will be available to a greater
number of people, and, we hope, widely distributed.
It will provide a valuable record of the history, architecture, and collections of this great house.
The two festival exhibition catalogues Chippendale Furniture and Leeds Pottery
are also documents of considerable importance both to the student and to the
connoisseur.
The former with its twenty-five illustrations and its informative survey of
Chippendale's work by the late Margaret Jourdain is of permanent value to all
who are interested in English furniture. The second edition of this two shilling
catalogue is almost exhausted.
The handbook and catalogue of the exhibition of Leeds Pottery now being
held at the City Art Gallery has been compiled by Mr. Donald Towner and is
the only authentic up-to-date survey of the subject. Recent researches carried
out by Mr. Towner, as honorary secretary of the English Ceramic Circle, have
revealed a large amount of hitherto unpublished information about the history
and productions of this important factory. This handbook has ao illustrations
and 48 printed pages and is being sold at three shillings.

ACQUISITIONS OF THE YEAR
As in recent past years this exhibition was held in the five rooms on the first
floor of the south wing at Temple Newsam between the i8th of April and the
2oth of May.
The dominant and most controversial feature of the exhibition was the large
number of paintings and lithographs by living artists, and particularly by living
artists under the age of forty. These had already been seen in the art gallery
where the lithographs had formed part of the exhibition organized by the
Redfern Gallery last summer while the paintings had formed part of the winter
exhibition organized in Leeds: "Fifteen Contemporary British Artists." It
was the first occasion on which the works of most of these artists had been given
a public showing in Leeds and none of them was represented in the City'
collections. The choice of acquisitions was made by the selection committee of
the Leeds Art Collections Fund and in the case of one of the large paintings by
Francis Bacon by the members themselves who were individually invited to
express their opinion.
As might be expected this mysterious painting and the unusual manner of
its acquisition provided quite a field-day for the local press. There was a good
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deal of speculation and a certain amount of thoughtless comment, but most
critics were agreed that the sinister implications of this painting, as of certain
others in the exhibition, were connected with the times in which we live. The
painting by Bacon especially did not seem to pose a specific question so much
as to personify one it was a sort of question mark in grizzly human shape in
which many might recognize a portrait of themselves. In the sunny rooms of
the south wing at Temple Newsam, these paintings asserted themselves as
paintings and not as agents provocateurs of the imagination, and it is primarily
the dazzling blaze of colour which these pictures and lithographs collectively
offered that remains in the memory.
The older generation of living British artists was represented in two notable
paintings by Ben Nicholson and Stanley Spencer, and the exhibition also
included a "still life" by Victor Pasmore, a work in this artist's earlier nonabstract vein which would be very successful did it not lay itself open to comparison with similar works by Chardin and other French masters in this genre.
The "still life" by Nicholson (given by the Contemporary Art Society) already
invites the lingering attention of the connoisseur.
The most important acquisition of the year among the paintings was
undoubtedly Gericault's 7he Frightened Horse, an embodiment of the spirit of
romanticism which swept through painting during the first decades of the igth
century. This is a picture quite worthy of a place in a national museum.
French painting of the igth century also included two landscapes by Daubigny
and Harpignies, notable additions to the fine collection of Barbizon school
pictures bequeathed by Mr. Charles Roberts. A group portrait said to represent
the Duchess of Burgundy and her two children is a fine example of court
portraiture in the early years of the >8th century. It may be by Pierre Gobert.
The Still Life with Flowers and Dead Game by Pieter Casteels, who came to England from the Low Countries at the beginning of the i8th century and died
in London in i749, was bought at the Boynton Hall sale, together with the
frame originally designed for it by William Kent.
The permanent collection of r8th century furniture was notably enriched
during the past year by several fine pieces. Among these were the side table
by Vile and Cobb and the wine urn and pedestal attributed.to the same
designers from Boynton Hall, which also yielded the elegant rococo mirror now
hanging in the south corridor and two side tables of the Kent period. The
candlestand from Hagley Hall is one of the most fantastic products of rococo
design in England. Formerly ascribed to Chippendale, it is now thought to be
by Thomas Johnson, one of whose designs it closely resembles.

Pafe 3

Two Tapestries

at Temple Newsam

GEORGE WINGFIELD DIGBY

No subjects were more popular in tapestry for living rooms in the latter
part of the I7th century than those depicting the gods and heroes of classical
This is little to be wondered at, since the classics were widely
mythology.
often
from
editions beautifully illustrated, in the libraries of country
read,
houses such as Temple Newsam;
Ovid's Metamorphoses was perhaps read
more than all others and its rich store of mythology, related in such a frankly
human and sensitive way, filled the minds of our ancestors with its images.
Instinctively they demanded that their Verdure tapestries, which had already
abandoned the earlier purely formal and decorative floral forms for the
portrayal of imaginary landscapes, should be peopled with these favourite
classical figures. Tapestries with scenes from the Metamorphoses are particularly
common in English country houses, but landscapes filled with the gods, heroes,
and legends of antiquity were woven as tapestry in large numbers in the
Netherlands, whose many workshops still supplied Europe with the bulk of
its tapestry, despite the national manufactories set up in different countries.
The two tapestries illustrated here (Plates I and 2) show Diana hunting
with her nymphs in a wooded landscape of glades and park-land, probably
reminiscent to most contemporaries of royal hunting forests, which were of
course strictly preserved. These two tapestries came originally from a set of
four at Chilham Castle (as the important Marillier Manuscript Catalogue of
Tapestries records). The two other pieces show Actaeon turned into a stag,
to be hunted down by his own hounds, as the penalty for having spied on
Diana bathing; and Meleagar and Atalanta, the latter being presented with
the head of the Caledonian boar in whose epic hunt she had participated.
The set, therefore, was composed partly of the hunts of Diana (which was
sometimes spread over a set of six or more tapestries) and included a subject
from the history of Diana (often taken as a separate theme for tapestries);
whilst a fourth subject, more or less appropriate, was added. Sets of furnishing
tapestry were put together in this manner in the I 7th century and were, of
course, frequently interchanged or broken up in the course of furnishing a
house, or by purchase or sale then or in subsequent years.
The question of the origin of the tapestries has now to be considered. Since
they bear no factory or weaver's mark (although the lower galoon is the
original one) this has to be decided from the texture and style of weaving of
the tapestry itself and from the style of the design; as there are no ornamental
borders, but only plain galoon surrounds, this further aid to identification
(which is often helpful and sometimes determinative) is here missing. The
Page g

Pl. I TAPESTRY: DIANA GOING TO THE HUNT

Silk and wool, g6"

BOUGHT, CORPORATION

DUTCH OR FLEMISH, I.ATE 17TH CENTURY
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1945
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TAPESTRY: DEATH OF ACTAEON

I

Silk and Ioool

96" X E64"

BOUGHT, CORPORATION

FUND

Wl

'P

DUTCH OR FLEMISH, LATE I 7TH CENTURY

I 945

general handling of the tapestries is rather coarse and bold; the effects are
planned on a large scale, the colours are strong and rather evenly distributed,
and the details of the foliage are somewhat massive and weighty. Also, the
figures are rather dwarfed and definitely static. There is exceptionally little
movement in these designs.
date depicting
By comparison, the finer Brussels sets of contemporary
mythological scenes are more balanced in comparison, the figures play a much
more prominent part and are far more lively: swift movement, the transient
glimpse of a fleeting vision among the forest glades, seems to be the effect
they aim at. The trees also are light and rhythmical with sweeping branches,
and the texture of the actual fabric can be very fine and lightly articulated
Hunts of Diana," woven
with the use of silk. Such sets, for instance, as the
the end of the myth
towards
Brussels
Leefdael
at
and
G.
V.
Auwercx
A.
by
century and formerly at Tylney Court; the Chatsworth Mythological set by
Cobus and Coenot; or the large Vienna set after Ludwig van Schoor's designs
by Gerard Peemans, show this contrast.
But on the other hand, the characteristics of the Temple Newsam tapestries
are hardly English. Unfortunately, there is no fully authenticated example of
although this type of
t 7th (or t 8th) century English landscape verdure,
tapestry is known to have been woven at Mortlake and presumably by the
post-Mortlake weavers who worked in London. However, a type of landscape
verdure in borders with twisted columns at the sides (with "amorini" on the
columns) can almost certainly be associated with Mortlake. W. G. Thompson
in his book on Zapestry Weaving in England illustrates one on plate 2i and

"
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H. C. Marillier has recorded other similar examples at Knole, Boughton, and
in France. The argument for their English origin chiefly rests with the twisted
column border. These twisted columns were popularized through Raphael's
use of them for his "Acts of the Apostles" cartoon for "The healing of the
lame man at the Beautiful Gate of the Temple;" the cartoons were the
special prize of Mortlake, and Francis Clein, the Mortlake designer, used the
device for his decorations at Ham House just before the Civil War. The
argument is satisfactory if not pushed too far, for a similar border-device can
be shown to have been used by other workshops on the continent.
What, then, are the characteristics of these landscapes? They are certainly
not the heavy, over-luxurious and massed-foliage effect of the tapestries we
are considering. There is more air in the landscape; the foliage and particularly the floral forms in the foreground are sparcer. This, moreover, is quite
distinctly the dominant characteristic in the landscape backgrounds of the
English tapestries based on Ovid's Metamorphoses, which as we have noted is
a typically English group of tapestries dating from the late I7th and early
I8th centuries and clearly conforming to English country-house taste. The
note of airiness and space stands in marked contrast to the thick woods and
denser undergrowth
of comparable Flemish work. Nothing like the giant
sunflower which fills the bottom left corner of Pl. I, or the prolific rosebushes, irises and tulips which dominate the right foreground of Pl. 2 is found
there. True, large sunflowers do occur in the foreground of some of the later

PI. 3 VENUS AND ADONIS

MDRTLAKE
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STEPHEN DEMAY

"Naked Boys" or "Bacchanalian Children" sets where the designs have
been expanded and adapted; but these are not landscapes, the children and
their pranks predominate the scene.
This point is, I think, well illustrated in Pl. 3: the Story of Venus and
Adonis forms the "Metamorphoses" which bears the Mortlake mark (although
certainly woven in the last decades of the t 7th century). It is further illustrated
in Pl. 4; this is a small tapestry signed by Stephen Demay (or de May) who
worked with the Royal Wardrobe at Hatton Garden and Soho. The design
is composed of a small central scene of reapers excerpted from the Mortlake
set of" Months," this being taken from "June." But the tapestry issuing from
Demay's workshop is really a landscape verdure composed around this rural
scene, which is kept well in the middle background (as indeed it is in the
original cartoon). The point in question is the style of the landscape verdure
"filling
it is light and open, surely in the strongest stylistic contrasts with
plates r and 2.
To what looms then are these tapestries to be ascribed? They may come
from one of the lesser Flemish workshops, which largely specialized in verdures
and landscapes. Clearly they are not the work of French Aubusson or Felletin;
their tapestries are coarser in texture and their colours almost always more
subdued. A good example is to be seen on the stairs at Temple Newsam;
the scene, which blends the picturesque with the fantastic and figures a heron
and another bird prominently, is quite typical; so too is the rather formal
border for a scene so ingenuous, which seems to comply with French country
taste. Nor are they in the style of Lille. Oudernarde wove a great variety of
tapestry, varying from coarse to remarkably sensitive landscape verdures, the
treatment of whose trees and foliage is not dissimilar to here. But one is
perhaps reminded rather more of Dutch weavers, that is, Flemish emigrants
who worked at Delft, the Hague, and elsewhere in Holland for the Dutch
market. Their work is difficult to identify, and although H. Goebel (the
eminent tapestry authority) could record the Coppens family as working at
Delft since t664, fulfilling prominent orders in the t68o's and t69o's, and still
mentioned as late as i742, he could point to no single signed piece by the
workshop. Frans Coppens was entrusted with orders by William III, and a
set of landscapes with figures (a type of tapestry in which the workshop
specialized) was shown at the William and Mary Exhibition at the Victoria
and Albert Museum last year which bears his signature (Pl. 5; it has since
been acquired by the Rijks-Museum). Although not comparable in all details,
this set does bear comparison with the Temple Newsam hangings; the heavy
foliage and twisted tree-trunks, the characters of the plants in the foreground,
the strong colouring and the prominent gaily coloured parrot in the tree, point
to a common taste. It is most probable then, that the Temple Newsam
tapestries were woven in one of the smaller Dutch, or possibly Flemish workshops in the last years of the t 7th century. There was considerable interchange
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PUBLICATIONS
OF THE

LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY

Bt

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE HANDBOOK (medium quarto) t4o pages
of art paper with 99 illustrations including three colour plates. The text is
arranged under two main headings (t) the history and architecture of the
house (2) the house as a museum of art. The first part deals with the early
history of Temple Newsam, Sir Arthur Ingram and his successors, the exterior
of the house and park, and the interior of the house. The second part deals
paintings, ceramics etc. under separate
with the collections of furniture,
chapter headings.

Price t o/6.

SUMMARY GUIDE to Temple Newsam House.
of the house and its contents. Price 6d.

description

A room

to room

a catalogue (crown
FURNITURE BY THOMAS CHIPPENDALE
quarto) of a Festival of Britain exhibition held at Temple Newsam House
The
from June 8th to July tgth. 4t pages of art paper with 2g illustrations.
introduction has been written by the late Margaret Jourdain. Price 2/-

LEEDS POTTERY a handbook (crown quarto) published in connexion
with the exhibition held at the City Art Gallery from July tggt, together with
The
a catalogue of the exhibits. 48 pages of art paper with 2o illustrations.
text has been written by Mr. Donald Towner, Honorary Secretary of the
English Ceramic Circle, who has also written introductory notes to the different
sections of the catalogue. Price 2/6.
PICTURE OF THE MONTH a series of pamphlets each consisting of
3-400 words of printed text with a photographic print of a notable painting
borrowed from a Yorkshire house for exhibition in the City Art Gallery. Back
numbers (with the exception of Nos. 5, 9, i9, 22 23 & 27) are available.
Price 6d.

LEEDS ARTS CALENDAR issued quarterly since summer ?947. Back
(with the exception of Nos. t3 and t4) are available. Price t/6.

numbers

Page
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ARTS CA
LEEDS CITY ART GALLERY

OPEN DAILY 10-30 to 6-30; SUNDAYS 2-30 to 5-0

From JULY

LEEDS POTTERY

This exhibition has been arranged as a part of the contribution
made by Leeds to the Festival of Britain. It presents a chronological
survey of the various wares produced by the Old Leeds Pottery and
some of the later imitations and fakes. The selection of pieces has
been made by Mr. Donald Towner, Honorary Secretary of the
English Ceramic Circle, who has also prepared the catalogue.

SEPTEMBER 29 to
NOVEMBER 11

YORKSHIRE ARTISTS

The second exhibition of works of art by artists (born or resident
in Yorkshire or associated with Yorkshire art schools) since the
war. Formerly an annual event, it will now be held every two years.
Forms of application may be obtained from the Director of the
City Art Gallery.

Central Court Exhibitions
JULY 24 to 31

CHILDREN'S ART

An exhibition of work produced by children in Leeds schools
arranged by the City of Leeds Education Committee.

Picture of the Month

JULY

St. John

GUIDO RENI

the Baptist from the Dulwich Gallery

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS

AUGUST

The Infant Hercules from Wentworth

SEPTEMBER

St. John

TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE

CARAVAGGIO

the Baptist from Burton Constable

OPEN DAILY, INCLUDING

AUGUST 7 to 27

Woodhouse

SUNDAYS, 11-30 to 6-15

WILLIAM HOGARTH

A Festival of Britain exhibition arranged by the Arts Council and
first shown at the Tate Gallery from which it is coming direct to
Leeds. It consists of paintings, drawings and engravings and
covers a period from 1720 when the artist was 23 to shortly before
his death in 1764.
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.LEND AR
SOME YORKSHIRE EXHIBITIONS
JULY
Doncaster and District in the Past
Keighley Art Club

Doncaster, Art Gallery
Keighley, Art Gallery

Bradford Artists

Bradford, Cartwright Memorial Hall
Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Alfred Stevens

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

The Drice Collection of Ivories

Sheffield, Graves Gallery

Sir Francis Chantrey
The Art of Landscape (Arts Council)

Goole, Modern School
Hull, Ferens Gallery
Halifax, Bankfield Museum
Huddersfield,

Art Gallery

Scarborough,

Art Gallery

July

Paintings by Albert Reuss
Huddersfield Art Society
1. Annual Exhibition
2. 100 Years of Huddersfield Artists

July

Some Yorkshire Artists of the Past
William Powell Frith

Harrogate, Art Gallery

Contemporary

York, Art Gallery
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Rotherham,

Art Gallery

Rotherham,

Art Gallery

Art Society

New English Art Club 1951

Personalities,

July 7 to 28

July 9 to Sept. 30
July 14 to August 4
July 14 to August

July

Prints and Buildings

July

Barbara Hepworth

York, Art Gallery

July

Porcelain

Rockingham
Old Rotherham

July

Woven Textiles (V & A)

to July 8
to July 22
to August 26
to Sept. 30
to Sept. 30
to Sept. 30
to
10
3
4 to August 4
6 to 31
7 to August 6

12

July 15 to August 31

AUGUST
Scarborough, Art Gallery
Rotherham,

Halifax, Bankfield Museum
Doncaster, Art Gallery
Huddersfield,

Herbert Powell Collection of Watercolours

Society of Painter Etchers

Art Gallery

Art Gallery

August

1

to 28

August

Lilian Lunn Costume Figures

August 3 to August 29

Exhibition of Racing Pictures

August 18 to Sept. 30

Del Monte Collection of Old Masters

Aug. 18 to October 13

SEPTEMBER
Rotherham,

Art Gallery

Herbert Powell Collection of Watercolours
Aeply Art Reproductions

Halifax, Bankfield Museum

Reginald Smith

Keighley, Art Gallery

Scarborough,

Scarborough Art Society

Art Gallery

Bradford, Cartwright
York, Art Gallery

Bradford Arts Club

Memorial Hall

Lionel Feininger
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September

Sept. I to 30
Sept. 1 to 30
Sept. 1 to 30
From Sept. 22
Dates not fixed

Pl. ra "WILKES 8: LIBERTY" TEAPOT

Pl. ib "WILKES & LIBERTY" TEAPOT

Page lg

Creamware

4$

" high 7" wide

(Reverse)

A Derby

Tea I'ot in the Leeds Collection
G.

GQDDEN

"To the Merchants, Traders and Dealers in Earthenware. To be sold without
reserve (and considerably under the usual wholesale price). At the Derby Pot Manufactory, a large quantity of Earthenware being the whole stock in trade of that great and
extensive factory commonly known by the name of the Derby Pot Works, consisting of
an assortment of enamelled and blue and white useful china, a large quantity of Enamelled
Cream Ware, and plain cream tentable ware, a great quantity of white stone and Brown
ware.

X.B. The aforesaid Earthenware will be open'd for sale on the 4th and 6th of
April, and continue selling every Tuesday and Thursday until the whole is dispos'd og: on
which days (but no others in the week) a proper person will attend the sale.
This Earthen Ware will be sold in diferent lots, and is well worth the notice of
Pot Carriers in and about the neighbourhood of Coleortin Moor.
Xo less a quantity than two horse loads will be sold to one person."
From this advertisement which appeared in the Derby Mercury of the iyth,
24th and gist of March i78o, it would seem that a vast amount of earthenware must have been produced by this little known factory in the course of
its twenty-eight years of activity, but very few specimens have so far been
identified. The only key specimens are printed pieces by Thomas Radford
and Richard Holdship who signed some of their work and added the word
"Derby." The "tentable ware" referred to in the advertisement has been
transcribed by Bemrose in his Bow Chelsea and Derby Porcelain as "tea-table

ware."

A few months ago, Mr. Donald Towner, who knew of my interest in
Cockpit Hill pottery, noticed a very interesting teapot while examining the
large collection of pottery at Temple Newsam House.
This teapot (Plate i) is identical in potting to a teapot in the British Museum
(Plate 2) which bears an overglaze print of the well known tea-party and
push-cart subjects and is signed "Radford fecit, Potworks in Derby" and
"Derby Pot Works." It is also identical in potting to a similar teapot now
in the Derby Museum (Plate 3) which bears a print of Catherine II of Russia
Radford, Derby." The reverse shows the Russian
and which is signed:
arms and the date i765.
These signed Radford printed pieces can be roughly dated i76o —igloo,
partly on the evidence of the Catherine II teapot at Derby and partly for
reasons which I elaborated in a paper read to a meeting of the English Ceramic
Circle to be published in No. i3 of the Transactions. These signed Radford

"T.
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Pl. a "PUSH-CART" TEA-POT
REPRODUCED

Pl. 3 "CATHERINE
REPRODUCED

Printed creamware 4" high
BY KIND PERMISSION OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE BRITISH MUSEUM

II"

TEAPOT
Printed creamware, 4$ " high
BY KIND PERMISSION OF THE DERBY MUSEUM AND ART GALLERY

Page
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6$" wide

6$'ide

pieces are very similar to the Temple Newsam example and for convenience
The chief characteristics are the
they can all be referred to as "Class
flat
knob
and
the
the
angular spout. Their date is
handle,
pierced
fluted
further confirmed by the Temple Newsam example which bears the words,
Wilkes & Liberty" on one side while the reverse bears
within a cartouche,
the inscription "No. 45," referring to number 45 of Wilkes'aper The >orth
In
Briton published in t763 in which he attacked the king and parliament.
"general"
and
Wilkes
warrant
was
was
of
this
a
issued,
imprisoned
consequence
His house was
in the Tower of London and kept there in close confinement.
searched and his personal papers seized. On the king's orders his commission
in the militia was cancelled. These high-handed actions caused widespread
the country and the above inscription was very
throughout
indignation
common on articles produced at this period. He was, however, released on
May 6th, t 763 only to be re-arrested in January t 764, this time on a sounder
charge. By this time he had fled to France and was convicted in his absence.
Wilkes returned to England in February t768 and was sentenced to a fine
He was committed to prison, having been
and a small term of imprisonment.
at
the
end
of
refused bail,
April ?768, and it was not until June r8th that
him.
It was during this period that the supporters of
was
on
sentence
passed
and the motto "Wilkes and Liberty"
their
disturbances
intensified
Wilkes
An
article giving a fuller account of this
its
reached
greatest popularity.
in
ceramics
was published
Apollo (October, i945, p. 249).
subject on
The second example at Temple Newsam (Plate 4) has two or three Cockpit
Hill features, as for example the spout that we find in Class I and the low
drilled knob as well as the badly crazed lemon colour glaze which occurs on
all the known Cockpit Hill pieces, but it also shows two features that have
not so far been found on any signed Cockpit Hill pieces. These features, the
beaded edging to the lid and the cross-over ribbon handle are generally
regarded as being Leeds characteristics. However, as from the general style
of decoration this teapot would seem to date from about t775 —8o and all the
signed Cockpit Hill pieces are pre-I775, it may well be that these two Leeds
type features were copied at Cockpit Hill on their later teapots. Until a signed
printed piece bearing these features comes to light this teapot can only be
attributed with some caution to Cockpit Hill.
In t77o John Heath was the only surviving member of the four original
partners. He was also very wealthy and an important figure in Derby. He
was twice mayor of the town and his business as banker caused him to be
involved in many trading ventures, but to popular amazement he was declared
a bankrupt in i779 resulting in great loss to many people in and around
Derby. The magnitude of his responsibilities can be assessed from the fact
that the bankruptcy proceedings continued for just over nineteen years.
Although this bankruptcy was not due in any way to the failure of the pot
works, it did result in the closing down of this prosperous concern which
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JOCEI.YN HORNER

A SCULPTURE COMMISSION
The commissioning of sculpture is not a common occurrence in this country
to-day except in the field of direct portraiture. During this festival year there
have been exceptions when the Arts Council has broken new ground in commissioning pieces for the South Bank. The recent open-air exhibitions at
Battersea Park and elsewhere have tended to revive interest in a form of art
which has been grossly neglected but which in the past has contributed
substantially to our artistic heritage.
That a comparatively small organization like the Bronte Society should undertake to commission a large piece of sculpture was a laudable act particularly
as it was not specifically intended for some architectural or memorial scheme.
The original intention was that a suitable monumental group depicting the
three sisters should be placed in Haworth Church. The actual site and form
of the sculpture was wisely left to the artist and it was most unfortunate that
only after the work had progressed to an advanced stage did opposition to the
scheme (not the sculpture) by the Church Council defeat this scheme. It was
a creditable act on the part of the society to persist in having the sculpture
finished even though there was no suitable site for it at present.
The choice of an artist to carry out the work was given careful consideration,
and expert advice was sought on the selection of a person capable of providing
a work of art and of expressing something of the spirit of the subject. The
choice of Miss Jocelyn Horner, the Halifax sculptor, proved to be a wise one

because these two qualities have been admirably synthesized in the noble
bronze group which is now being shown at the City Art Gallery. This group
of three standing figures, about three-quarter life size, is a most satisfying
composition, a harmony of carefully related shapes and movements imaginatively conceived in three dimensions. The rough thumbed technique applied
to the surface gives vigour to the shapes and particularly to the voluminous
dresses.
At the same time the character of the three sisters is well expressed, the dominating spiritual intensity of Emily is contrasted with the dependant, supplicant character of Anne and the more objective self-assurance of Charlotte.
The solving of the narrative as well as the sculptural problem is one with
which the sculptor to-day is rarely confronted, but there is little doubt that it
tends towards more permanent and satisfying results than when he is free to
concentrate wholly on the creation of an interesting sculptural form.
After the unveiling on the 24th July, the statue will remain in the art gallery
until suitable accommodation is found for it at the Haworth Museum.
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PI. 4 "CHINESE FIGURE" TEAPOT

Enamelled creamcoare

A DERBY TEA-POT IN THE LEEDS COLLECTION

[conanued from page

5l" high

7" long
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might, in time, have grown to equal in importance the porcelain industry
which has done so much to make the name of Derby famous throughout the
civilized world.
The fullest account of the historical and geographical aspects of this factory
is contained in The Derby Pot Manufactory
known as Cockpit Hill Pottery by
F. Williamson, F.R.Hist.S., a former curator of the Derby Museum and
Art Gallery. It was originally published in the journal of the Derbyshire
Archaeological Society (Vol. IV, I93o).

TWO TAPESTRIES AT TEMPLE NEWSAM

tcontinued from page
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between these workshops and they borrowed designs from a common source,
although some indeed reflected the demands of a special market. To try and
be too precise would, I believe, be misleading.
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